Use this sketchbook as you explore the museum and our neighborhood.

Take it with you and collect ideas to inspire your creativity.

Skeptics Welcome. (And art lovers, too).

Welcome to CAMH!
Create some marks on the first page of the sketchbook.

(Go crazy, don't be shy!)

This will encourage you to take more chances with your work on the following pages.
Find an artwork and sketch it from three different viewpoints.

Look for patterns around you.

Look at the building, the floor, the ceiling, anything!

Fill this page with different patterns that you find.

How are each of your drawings different?
Find an artwork, draw it but look only at the artwork, not at your paper.

It’s okay—your drawing won’t be perfect.

Spend five minutes writing everything you can about the place you are in right now.

Pay attention to all of your senses … except for taste—don’t eat artwork!

When you look again, add anything you might have missed.
Write new titles for three pieces of artwork.

How are your imagined titles different from the titles chosen by the artist?

Find an artwork.
Imagine the artist.

What can you tell about someone by the work they have created?

What is their favorite color?

Where do they come from?

How old are they?

What do they love?
Look for lines around you.

Draw all the different kinds of lines that you see.

What is your favorite color?

List everything you see that is your favorite color.

Play with scale.

Draw a small thing

VERY BIG

or a

BIG THING

very small.
Draw a map of CAMH

Include your route through the museum, and your favorite spots for someone else to visit or avoid.
Thanks for participating!
Come again!